
Ensuring Safety and Support for Human Rights Defenders of Asylum Seekers, Refugees, and Other Migrants Targeted by Illegal Pushback Policies, Extremist Attacks, and Harassment by Government Officials

This submission has been produced on the basis of Human Rights First’s years of experience in representing, researching, and advocating for refugees seeking humanitarian protection and in our continuing efforts to secure support for human rights defenders, counter violent extremism, and seek accountability for human rights abuses. This submission focuses on illegal U.S. pushback policies that endanger human rights defenders in Mexico working with refugees and migrants as well as asylum-seeking human rights defenders subjected to illegal pushbacks; targeted violence and threats by extremists in the United States against human rights defenders of refugees; and harassment of immigrants-rights defenders at the U.S.-Mexico border by U.S. officials.

Human Rights First recommends that the Special Rapporteur press governments, including the United States, to: end illegal pushback policies, which endanger asylum seekers and the human rights defenders attempting to assist them; hold accountable violent extremists for attacks on human rights defenders due to their work with refugee communities; and ensure better support and global coordination to safeguard the lives of human rights defenders.

Illegal U.S. Pushbacks of Asylum Seekers Endanger Human Rights Defenders in Mexico

Policies that illegally block and turn away asylum seekers at international borders endanger the lives of human rights defenders who assist and provide legal representation to stranded asylum seekers and expose asylum seekers blocked from requesting refugee protection, including asylum-seeking human rights defenders, to additional harms, as Human Rights First and other non-governmental organizations have warned the U.S. government.

Recent illegal U.S. pushback policies at the U.S.-Mexico border include:

- “metering”—the U.S. government’s policy of intentionally reducing the number of asylum seekers processed at ports of entry, which leaves asylum seekers stranded in Mexico and often forcing them to wait for months in danger to request asylum;
- the Migrant Protection Protocols, commonly known as Remain in Mexico (RMX), which forces asylum seekers and migrants to await U.S. immigration court proceedings in dangerous border regions of Mexico, endangering their lives and creating nearly insurmountable obstacles to the fair adjudication of their cases; and
- the Title 42 policy, which has been used to block asylum at U.S. ports of entry and to expel migrants and asylum seekers who cross the border to Mexico and to their countries of persecution without access to the U.S. asylum system or refugee protection screenings.

The U.N. High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR) has repeatedly urged the United States to “swiftly lift the Title 42 public health-related asylum restrictions that remain in effect and to restore access to asylum for people whose lives depend on it” and has warned that “[t]he summary, mass expulsions of individuals currently under way under the Title 42 authority, without screening for protection needs, is inconsistent with international norms and may constitute refoulement.” Other U.N. agencies and the Inter-American Commission for Human Rights have also condemned Title 42 border restrictions. UNHCR also expressed concern over the United States’
reimplementation of RMX, stating that “the announced adjustments to the policy are not sufficient to address [UNHCR’s] fundamental concerns” about the safety and due process rights of asylum seekers subjected to the policy.12

Cartels and other criminal groups that exercise significant control over sizeable parts of the border region, as well as corrupt Mexican officials, target asylum seekers and other migrants returned to Mexico under these pushback policies, resulting, since 2019, in thousands of reported attacks against asylum seekers and migrants blocked in or returned to Mexico, including killings, kidnappings, rapes, and torture.13

These cartels also target human rights defenders in Mexico who provide legal and other assistance to asylum seekers and migrants stranded due to illegal U.S. pushback policies. For instance, in August 2019, a cartel that controls much of Nuevo Laredo kidnapped Pastor Aarón Méndez Ruiz and Alfredo Castillo de Luna, who both remain missing, after the pair reportedly blocked the cartel’s attempt to kidnap Cuban asylum seekers waiting to seek asylum in the United States — due to the metering policy in place at the time—at a shelter where the men worked.14 Following the abduction, threats attributed to the Northeast Cartel circulated on social media warning religious leaders that the cartel was “sending priests to hell,” who defended migrants.15 In May 2022, a Catholic priest running a migrant shelter was abducted and murdered in Tecate in the border state of Baja California, where many asylum seekers blocked in or expelled to Mexico under the Title 42 policy are stranded.16 Attacks on shelters hosting migrants in Mexico have been common, including a 2019 attack on a church-based shelter in Ciudad Juárez where asylum seekers returned to Mexico under the RMX policy were staying: armed men forced their way inside the shelter and fired their weapons indiscriminately.17 In June 2022, the U.S. Department of State warned that organized crime groups single out Catholic priests and other religious leaders in Mexico “and subject them to killings, extortion attempts, death threats, kidnappings, and intimidation, reportedly due to . . . their work helping migrants.”18

Cartels and other criminal organizations have also threatened attorneys attempting to represent asylum seekers stranded in Mexico due to illegal U.S. pushback policies. For instance, cartels have threatened attorneys working with asylum seekers subjected to RMX.19 Such threats have forced some attorneys to suspend efforts to represent asylum seekers stranded at shelters in Mexico.20 Cartels have also reportedly followed and harassed attorneys21 and attempted to enter the offices of at least one attorney.22 Some attorneys who have taken on cases of clients forced to remain in danger in Mexico, including under the RMX policy, report being diagnosed with Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder after witnessing violence faced by asylum seekers due to RMX.23

These illegal pushback policies prevent refugees, including asylum-seeking human rights defenders, from requesting protection in the United States and expose them to additional grave harms. Some of the asylum-seeking human rights defenders who have been blocked from requesting asylum in safety inside the United States and stranded in danger in Mexico due to U.S. pushback policies include:

- a Nicaraguan human rights activist who had escaped a kidnapping attempt in Mexico but was returned there under RMX in 2019;24
- an education rights activist from Honduras who was kidnapped twice along with her daughter in late 2019 and early 2020 after being returned to Mexico under RMX;25
- a Cuban human rights activist subjected to RMX and returned in 2020 to Mexico, where she had previously been kidnapped;26
- a Cuban human rights activist and his wife who were beaten in Ciudad Juárez after being returned there under RMX;27
- an indigenous human rights defender of the Pech people from Honduras blocked since August 2021 due to Title 42 from seeking asylum in the United States;28 and
- an injured Nicaraguan human rights defender who has not been able to obtain necessary surgery in Mexico after being expelled there under Title 42 in September 2021.29
Violent White Extremists in the United States Target Refugee and Migrant Human Rights Defenders and Others Perceived to Be Associated with Them

In the United States, violent extremists—often motivated by racist, xenophobic, anti-Semitic, and anti-Muslim animus—have attacked and threatened human rights defenders of refugees and migrants as well as others perceived to be associated with them. Some of these extremists have claimed refugees and migrants are “invaders”—a harmful and dangerous characterization that some national and local politicians have also employed in calls for military force to block and expel asylum seekers and other migrants at the southern U.S. border.

Rhetoric demonizing refugees and those who defend them has resulted in deadly violence in the United States. In 2018, the extremist who murdered 11 people at a Pittsburgh synagogue appears to have targeted the congregation, in part, because of his belief in a conspiracy theory that the Hebrew Immigrant Aid Society (HIAS), a refugee resettlement and immigration legal services organization that he referenced in a social media post just prior to the attack, “likes to bring invaders in that kill our people.” The killer had also reposted content on social media accusing Jews of aiding “evil” Muslims to enter the United States. In another example of targeted threats, in August 2021, a Department of Homeland Security bulletin warned that “suspected racially or ethnically motivated violent extremist-white supremacists” had threatened an arson attack on a Florida-based nonprofit organization involved in resettling Afghan refugees.

Extremists have also targeted humanitarian aid and legal services organizations assisting asylum seekers and other migrants at the U.S.-Mexico border and within the United States. A migrant shelter in Laredo reported to Human Rights First in May 2022 that due to threats by anti-immigrant extremists since 2017, the shelter installed metal bars on its windows and doors and has hired 24-hour-a-day armed security guards to protect the facility—making security the shelter’s second largest monthly expenditure. In early 2018, a volunteer with a humanitarian group at the U.S.-Mexico border received multiple violent threats, including from at least one individual who had identified her home, after photos of her work with migrants in U.S. immigration detention facilities were shared on a community Facebook page. These threats demanded, in part, to know “how can you be helping illegals.”

U.S. Government Harassment of Human Right Defenders Working with Asylum Seekers and Other Migrants

From 2017 to 2019, U.S. and Mexican officials targeted human rights defenders working to support and represent migrants and asylum seekers near the U.S.-Mexico border in an attempt to interfere with and deter the provision of such assistance. CBP reportedly surveilled human rights defenders and attorneys assisting migrant populations, as well as journalists, targeted them for baseless and prolonged detention and interrogations at border crossings, illegally searched and seized personal electronic devices used in their work, and conducted warrantless searches of documents covered by attorney-client privilege. For example, in May 2019, CBP officers in Arizona arrested a human rights advocate accompanying an asylum seeker to a port of entry to request asylum and accused her of smuggling. At the same time, Mexican officials took photos of human rights activists’ passports crossing the border, reportedly “for the Americans,” who used the photographs to target them and denied some of targeted human rights defenders entry to Mexico.

Recommendations

The Special Rapporteur should recommend that states, including the United States, take measures to protect the safety and promote the critical work of human rights defenders advocating and assisting refugee and migrant populations or who are themselves forcibly displaced from their homes—in fulfillment of states’ international commitments, including under the U.N. Declaration on Human Rights Defenders. Further, in November 2021, the United States reaffirmed its commitment to enable “human rights defenders to promote and defend human rights without hindrance . . . or fear of retribution” in fulfillment of these commitments, the United States and other states should:
End illegal asylum pushback policies. The U.S. government should take all available steps to end the Title 42 policy, RMX, and other U.S. pushback policies and practices that illegally block or return refugees from seeking asylum to danger and endanger human rights defenders who support and represent them.

Direct immigration officials not to target human rights defenders attempting to uphold the right of refugees to seek asylum for harassment, arrest, or prosecution. DHS should ensure agency employees understand the critical role of and legal rights and protections human rights defenders are entitled to under domestic and international law.

Hold perpetrators of anti-refugee, anti-immigrant violence accountable. Persons or entities who facilitate or engage in extremist attacks on human rights defenders and those perceived to be associated with them must be held criminally accountable through government efforts to pursue justice that match the level of the growing threat.

Ensure transparency and a rights-centered approach to prevention of bias-motivated attacks. A public health-based and rights-centered approach to extremism and violence prevention must be expanded, including enhancing existing federal grants and programming that advance evidence-based strategies and empower communities to address extremism. Data should be regularly publicized regarding domestic extremism and hate crimes investigations, arrests, charges, prosecutions, etc. Congress should mandate transparency regarding resource distribution to specific types of domestic extremism investigations and ensure compliance with oversight requests.

Fund increased security infrastructure for supporting human rights defenders. In line with U.S. commitments to human rights defenders, most recently re-articulated in 2021, the U.S. State Department and other agencies should identify and support increased security infrastructure for persons and entities who face violent threats due to their work defending the rights of asylum seekers and refugees.

Consider targeted sanctions for attacks on human rights defenders. Especially in situations where domestic authorities are failing to hold perpetrators to account, the U.S. and other governments should consider imposing targeted sanctions (e.g., entry bans and asset freezes) against individuals who are reasonably believed to be responsible for or complicit in violent attacks and other serious human rights abuses against people and organizations defending the rights of refugees and migrants. They should also consider imposing similar sanctions against human rights abusers and corrupt actors whose actions force refugees to flee their countries. Countries that have not adopted targeted sanctions legislation focused on serious human rights abuses and corruption should consider doing so.

Strengthen collaboration with national, regional, and international human rights bodies. To better support and protect the work of human rights defenders, the U.S. State Department should proactively engage and strengthen ties with specialized human rights bodies including the Mechanism to Protect Human Rights Defenders and Journalists in Mexico, the Inter-American Commission on Human Rights, and the UN Special Rapporteur on Human Rights Defenders.
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